Building Your Own Website

- cargocollective.com - Allows you to build a website easily and upload a set amount of your work. In order to have unlimited uploading there is a fee but it is generally reasonable.

- carbonmade.com - Same as cargocollective, although you build your website based on templates that have already been made. You can pay a fee to have more uploading space and freedom with your design.

- coroflot.com - Same idea as above but also gives you "traffic reports" so that you can see who has viewed your page and how often.

Coding/Designing yourself:

- Hosting Services - hostmonster.com - good customer service and low monthly hosting fees for webspace

Helpful Programs

- sitegrinder - Build your site in Photoshop and export it to sitegrinder and the program does the coding.
- Wordpress - Allows you to code your website using a simple coding language which might be easier to learn than HTML. Websites with wordpress are often set up in blog format so that they are easy to update.

Coding/Production

- CSS - Cascading Style Sheets
- HTML
- Do not try to build a website using the program Flash, because there are often problems with the code when it transfers to the web.